ECHOES FROM THE PEOPLE. Not in All the States. Map of Georgia. The Atlanta Constitution (1881-1945); Sep 24, 1884; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Atlanta Constitution

The Railway Age. Subscriber, Filomath, Ga.: Where is the Railway Age published, and what is the price of subscription?

The Railway Age is published in Chicago. Do not know the subscription price.

The New Pronoun. ECHOES IN CONSTITUTION: I suggest for the new personal pronoun of the common gender, singular number: Nomative he, possessive him, or, in lay, objective his.

Example—"Let every brother or sister so deport himself, or herself, that he or she may reproach upon the cause represented by him or her.

"Let every brother or sister so deport himself that he may bring no reproach upon the cause represented by him or her.

"Let no boy or girl claim that which is not his or her.

[The Handcuff of Curved Pitching.]

A rayously ascending ball, a drive in billiards is given by the pitcher's opening the palm, then closing it, when the ball leaves the hand. A rising ball, a throw at billiards, is determined by the curved palm. A right curved ball is given by a palm open toward the left, a left English at his hand, while a left curved by a palm open outward toward the right. This latter is a difficult ball and corresponds to the left English. A ball curving toward the right or left while falling right or left mantle, is effected by slitting the finger and the wrist up, or the fingers up and the wrist down.

The proper motions of the hand of all these motions, but not antagonistic, may be photographed. That is to say, there are three classes: First, the draw and follow-through; second, the right and left English, and third, the right and left mantle. These classes may be combined in different combinations. Thus there are eight separate times, each time made up of one of the pitcher's turns and of the palm, the pitcher chooses, he may make only two or no trave in his throw, and, of course, the player. The pitcher, the lowerstall, he can catch a single strike of the ball, which he can throw along a straight ball. So that on the whole a pitcher can deliver twenty-five different ball throws, by the proper mechanical skill. For example, to throw a zigzag, right and left, driving ball, being a right English, left mantle and draw, when the ball leaves his hand it makes a turn to the left, with fingers flipped up and wrist down. The palm to right and down, with fingers down and wrist up, gives a zigzag, left and right, opening ball, etc. E. Barnett Jr.

The Electoral Vote. H. C. A., Hartfield, Ga.: How many electoral votes in the United States? How many has each state?

1. The United States 402. 2. As many as it has representatives in congress.

Tennyson's "In Memoriam." C. A. W., Cartersville, Ga.: Please give the correct pronunciation of the name, John Tennyson Miller. 2. To whom was Tennyson's "In Memoriam" dedicated.


Jingo and Jingoism. J. B. O., Oxford, Ala.: What is the meaning of "Jingo" and "Jingoism." In 1859 there was in England a party in favor of fighting Russia. A popular song at that time had in its chorus, "We don't want to fight, but by jingo if we do." This chorus became the battle-cry of the anti-Russian crowd, and "jingo" and "jingoism" became synonymous with a warlike spirit. In old times "jingo" was the Basque word for God.
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